Workflow management and resource discovery for an intelligent grid
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Abstract

A computational grid provides coordinated and transparent access to computing resources for grid users. Workflow management and resource discovery are two important functions of an intelligent grid. Workflow management refers to automatic workflow creation and coordinated workflow execution, and resource discovery facilitates resource allocation and claiming. In this paper we discuss workflow management and resource discovery in an intelligent grid environment.
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1. Introduction

Data, service, and computational grids, collectively known as information grids, are groups of autonomously connected computers that give individual users the appearance of a single virtual machine [3,6].
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A **data grid** allows a community of users to share data. The World Wide Web can be viewed as a data grid that contains numerous HTTP servers providing text, image, audio, and other forms of data resources.

A **service grid** supports applications such as electronic commerce, telemedicine, distance learning, and Business-to-Business. These applications typically require the support from a wide spectrum of end services such as monitoring and tracking, remote control, maintenance and repair, online data analysis and business support, as well as services involving some form of human intervention such as legal, accounting, and financial services.

There are qualitative differences between service and data grids. The data in a service grid is more dynamic and is typically the result of a cooperative effort of various service providers. Therefore, dynamic service cooperation plays an important role in a service grid.

A **computational grid** supports transparent access to computing resources for applications that require substantial CPU cycles, large memories, and massive secondary storage spaces that cannot be provided by a single system.

The requirements placed on the user access layer and societal services are even more stringent for a computational grid than for a service grid. The user access layer must support various programming models and the societal services of a computational grid must be able to handle low-level resource management.

The defining characteristics of a computational grid are: (1) resource sharing among a large amount of grid users; and (2) support for collaborative computing services [5]. In the context of a computational grid, the term resource is used in a wider sense and may refer to hardware and software resources, services, and data.

Computational grids inherit many of the traditional distributed computing systems of the past decades but with the following distinguishing characteristics [5]:

(a) **Large-scale.** A grid may consist of tens of thousands or more computing nodes.
(b) **Heterogeneity and diversity.** Computing nodes with different processor and system architecture may co-exist in a grid. The communication channels between these nodes may differ in terms of latency and bandwidth. Different nodes may run on different operating systems and support the computation for diverse applications. Various versions of the same application may be available in a grid.
(c) **Autonomy of individual nodes.** All computing nodes in a grid may belong to different administrative domains with possibly different access, security, and resource management policies.
(d) **Dynamics and open-endedness.** The status of a grid changes over time. New resources are constantly added to a grid; existing ones are modified; others may be removed temporarily or permanently.
(f) **Resource contention.** There are a large number of concurrent computations with independent and often conflicting computing objectives and resource requirements in a grid.
(g) **Complex, resource-intensive tasks.** The computing tasks submitted by grid users may be very complex [7]. The complexity of a task is rather difficult to quantify. It may refer to the number and relationship of component activities, the pre-
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